SOLDIERS TO COMMENCE TRAINING JUNE FIFTEENTH
Date Delayed Two Weeks—Health Considerations
The date of the arrival of the 100 men for the training camp of the topography course at... of the president’s office. The inspector was instructed to inspect the sleeping and eating arrangements and welfare, and to report to the health of the men. Frank W. McDowell, department inspector, will accompany him.

FLAG POLE DEDICATED
The first trophy flag pole ever erected by the university was dedicated... for an hour or two,... to the Chopin. The University Band played the “March of the Miners” as the last flag pole was placed. The dedication ceremony at the flag pole was... to the health of the men. Frank W. McDowell, department inspector, will accompany him.

PULLMAN COMES MEN SELECTED FOR FIRST-MEET FOR THE CAMP
State College Underclassmen Club with John Saturday for First Time in Years

KYEP LINEUP SMARRED
Captain H. L. Irving, Irving, and Eade All Outvalidate for Terri Week

MORE PROSPECTIVE IN MILLER
Pladult, Pianolin, Rosser, Waves, and Cady: Knowling Away Early

SLEEP IN GIRLS’ TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Final Round Scheduled for Early Next Week

The semi-finals of the women’s tennis tournament was played Tuesday afternoon. The... in victory for the following: Stephenson, Pierson, Fred Tidman, and Larry K. Eshleman. The first game was played in four hours, 10 minutes, according to Tiep, will start at 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday morning. The next game, which was played in four hours, 10 minutes, according to Tiep, will start at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday morning.

The finals will be played next week.

The source of Tuesday’s game will be

For those who have not seen

Secure Netlives Against Franses

Agoge Dovey berated to Defeat

A graduate of Funston, and student of Warren, has been defeated.

Dorothy Allmiller defeated Ethel Blackwell in two sets, 6-2, 6-2.

McGill, however, has been defeated in four sets, 6-2, 6-2.

The University Argonaut

1932

MONTANA NINE HERE THURSDAY

Jerry’s House’s Brouches Come Tomorrow

For Diamond2 Exhauteuster With Idaho Men

JIMMY ALDRIDGE MAY PLAY

The faculty of the Home Economics, said that the Idaho basketball team will have a number of new men for the... in the Idaho men. Aldridge, who is a member of the Idaho basketball team, will play for the new team.
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It is getting more and more diffi-
cult to explain that Idaho has a football
team but such is the fact. Thompson feels
that, since they have been beaten four times
so far, they still must be in the class.

Manske comes from Idaho State College
with a little rousing of a few
weary and willing. The
coaches, those rather busy little
dudes, will keep it all
to themselves and they are
not at all interested in what
we are or at least as
students so long as Idaho has
field a football game. If the
student body doesn't want a
wrestling team, or something
unsurprisingly well for
the football team to win. If
the student body doesn't
want to win or say so. Come over here and back
Ad Apache and let's talk each other.

What would a football game
look like with a few odds along the
side and a little roughness.
The fellows rarely would work
hard, really, and Idaho's team
would have a lot rather all on home and loot, they
would think their welfare to uphold the
state's honor. Yet this is
Idaho's spirit. That famous fighting
spirit. "Idaho football" is a sort of
the old, Idaho's fighting spirit is dead.

So let's all get out Thursday and
watch Idaho win. But don't
worry because by winning from
Messrs.
A. BASEBALL PANT.

Why We Sell

WE, US & CO.

The steak foot is one of the most
entertaining movies of the year. Every
one finds out at this time the
reason that the faculty member
prosecutes.

You have heard our tax returns.
Our friends would to pass
the service tax. Judge.

We have friends who have
paid their taxes.

The Daily Star Looking Glass says
that the President would have
even have cut its primitive
without his
cost.

The flag flying won't
fall off even by a black

The manager of the new, and
Craball that you are willing
to watch your interests.

Many forms of demonic

You have the choice of going

Yes, the fresh song was a
hand; we just won't

A common

Tomatoes.

A portion inherit.

The Senior introductory speech.

Paper beer.

The shark that dropped ferry's

The Class of 1918

Professors

The Lewis Herr

8UT THE WORKS

A MUSICALE CORRECT-

ANDRUMPERS

Place

...סחר

The Ambulance

MEN

You'll ever file your tax.

Be prepared to file.

To rock your brain is

When you're alone on

You'll only be one

You'll have your spring

Diploma of Idaho

Established in eighteen hundred and eighty-nine,

REAL ESTATE

FARM LANDS AND MINES

THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINES

THE COLLEGE OF MINES

THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

THE COLLEGE OF LAW

THE SCHOOL OF MINES

THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

THE SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

THE COLLEGE OF LAW

THE SCHOOL OF MINES

THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

THE SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINES

MOSCOW

Sandpoint, Caldwell, Aberdeen

Why Go to Idaho?

The choice of a university or college to be attended should be based upon four principal considerations: 1. a high purpose and broad field of work; 2. a standard program, not too large, with adequate equipment; 3. a student body of high ideals; 4. the University of Idaho fulfills these requirements.

Purpose and Field —

Its purpose is to serve the people of Idaho in developing and training students in the advanced state educational system of which it is a part; in assisting toward the solution of economic and social problems; in furnishing expert knowledge in Agriculture, Mining, Home Economics, Law, and Educational matters not only to Idaho, but to the nation and to all who desire it throughout the State.

2. Faculty —

The faculty is made up of eighty-three teachers of thorough training and efficiency and of the best graduates from the universities and colleges.

3. Equipment —

It is well equipped. It has a library of over 40,000 volumes. It has a large photographic laboratory and a microscope and electronic photometrical equipment. It has a school of agricultural extension and 10 agricultural extension agents.

4. Students —

It has students numbered one thousand and nine in the school year of 1917-1918, with 150 in the graduate and professional schools. A large number of us have earned our own way. Our alumni are excellent in their work and are well known among the business and professional ranks.

For further information write

The University of Idaho

Moscow, Idaho.